
The Chapel Family Bible Reading Program June 22nd – June 28th     
Doing Life Together – Envision 2020 

 
 
MONDAY:  
KEY VERSE:  
OBSERVATION: There are a lot of wrong and silly ideas about Heaven that we hear of or sometimes 
see in pictures. Some people have the idea that in Heaven people just float around on clouds and play 
a harp and eat pie all the time. One little boy I read about, thought Heaven was a big room full of hard 
chairs where you had to sit all the time with a bunch of old people, and be quiet and look very serious. 
 
TUESDAY:  
KEY VERSE: 1 Corinthians 2:9 
OBSERVATION: We are so used to this dark old world that our minds cannot really grasp the peace, joy 
and beauty of Heaven, but God has not left us without any idea of what to expect. But there was a 
time that men did once see, hear, and know of the wonderful things God has prepared for His people; 
that time was at the beginning of the world. As we think about the world before sin marred it, we see 
a little of what Heaven and the new earth will be like 
 
WEDNESDAY:  
KEY VERSE: Genesis 1:31 
OBSERVATION: The earth, as it was when God had completed His work of Creation, was beautiful to 
see. Job tells us that as angels looked upon it, they shouted for joy Job 38:1-7.  With all its many forms 
of animal life, and all the many beautiful flowers and trees, it revealed the wonderful love of the 
Creator. 
 
THURSDAY:   
KEY VERSE: John 10:10 
OBSERVATION: It was God’s plan that this ‘mystery’, or secret, of His great wisdom and love, might be 
shown to the whole universe through His people on earth. Isn’t it exciting to think about the fact that 
if we cooperate with Jesus, we can be a part of God’s great plan of revealing to the whole universe His 
goodness and wisdom and showing the cruel lies that Satan has told about God to be false? 
 
FRIDAY:  
KEY VERSE: 2 Peter 3:13 
OBSERVATION: God has given us a promise that this old world of ours is to be recreated. The first 
three chapters of the Bible speak of Eden and the entrance of sin; the last three chapters speak about 
the end of sin and Eden restored. It will happen and we must be part of it! 
 
SATURDAY: 
KEY VERSE: Revelation 21:2 
OBSERVATION: “And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were 
passed away; and there was no more sea.” Note: This does not mean there won’t be any bodies of 
water, but their will be no huge seas that separate people like there are on this earth. You can see why 
this was important to John as he was imprisoned on the Isle of Patmos, away from those he loved. 


